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Artikel info:-

Two members of the Youngsters gang, Marius and Justin, are
hanging out in the school yard where they meet Alfred and
Hardy. Those two belong to an rival group and therefore
it&#39;s not surprising that Justin and Marius have fun
teasing them. Already there and then in the school yard a
small scuffles break out between the two groups, and
spontaneously they decide to take the fight to a boxing ring.
Hot action in the ring ensues, a tag-team match full of energy
and power. Hardy, who makes his d&eacute;but with
Fightplace, turns out to be a surprise; an agile and wiry
sportsman, who will certainly be successful with Fightplace.
Here he fights very toughly against Marius and Justin and in
some situations he scores such that Marius can only get out
of the fix with unfair wedgie attacks. Alfred, however, loses in
almost all the fights and has therefore to suffer quite a bit.
Justin occasionally goes really ballistic, especially when he is
defeated in a fight situation but then regains the upper hand.
Then he really wants to show his opponent who&#39;s the
boss! In the second half the fighters change to fight
one-on-one, hand-to-hand. Although in the end Alfred and
Hardy hardly have a chance to win, Hardy keeps attacking
and challenging Marius. 

Play length approx: 55 min.

	

		
	
	

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Tag Team Battle 4 :

shipping method
DVD Shipping, Download SD.

In catalog since Wednesday 20 July, 2011
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